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The greatest concentration of Martello towers was, and still is, found along the south and
south-east coasts of England with over 130 towers built, though unfortunately less than half
survive. This immense series of coastal towers followed the same strategy as the Dublin
towers  –  defending  long,  vulnerable  stretches  of  coastline  with  a  chain  of  towers  with
overlapping fields of fire. 

The Martello Towers and Batteries were built at twenty-eight coastal sites north and south of
Dublin city in a six month period between 1804 and 1805. The towers were referred to by
both number and name in official documents – eg. No. 1 Bray Head both south and north of
the city. Construction commenced at Bray and moved northwards. The short time-scale of
construction of the towers meant that many of the towers were constructed simultaneously.
The Dublin  towers followed the Corsican model of  locally sourced stone,  with the south
towers  built  of  granite  ashlar  while  the  north  towers  are  of  rendered  rubble  masonry.
Interestingly a number of the towers illustrate quarrying activity adjacent to the site, with
quarry faces visible at No. 9 Dalkey Island and No. 10 Barta. However, the towers located on
the coastline south of  Killiney Head were built  on granite bedrock, and stone had to be
quarried and brought to these sites. 

While the towers share common architectural features, there is sufficient variation in design
for each of the towers to be considered unique. This arises from variations in the design of
the  tower,  its  location  and  land  parcel,  and  the  number  and  arrangement  of  ancillary
buildings which formed an integral part of each of the sites. The variations in tower design
may be subtle features such as the number of corbels supporting the machicolation, or can
be more substantial such as the angle and dimensions of the tower. The ‘double towers’
(towers intended to mount two rather than one cannon to the roof platform) show greater
variation  in  design  principles  from  the  rest  of  the  group.  Tower  No.  15  Williamstown
(Blackrock) was built on the foreshore, and was flooded during high tides. The tower does
not feature a machicolation, but instead has ‘murder holes’ flanking the original first-floor
entrance to the double-corbels supporting the parapet. Tower No. 9 Dalkey Island shows
even greater deviation from the standard model. Early photographs of the tower clearly show
that the tower was entered via the roof, and had no door at first or ground floor level. The
basis for this appears to be that as the tower was built  to defend Dalkey Sound, it  was
therefore vulnerable to fire from shipping on all  sides – this design was not repeated at
Ireland’s Eye. The iron fittings supporting the ladder still survive to the roof of the tower, and
the existing first floor doorway appears to be a later insertion. 

The Martello  Towers formed an integral  part  of  the coastal  defence strategy for  Ireland,
defending the capital  city from a seaborne invasion. The towers acted as watch towers,
signal  towers,  and  most  importantly  gun  towers.  Martello  Towers  had  a  number  of
complementary functions: to hinder the passage and approach of enemy shipping, to resist a
landing by an invader, and to provide a strong fort which could effectively withstand both
bombardment and siege by a superior force to allow reinforcements to arrive. The series of
towers  and  batteries  built  along  the  coast  of  Dublin  also  had  overlapping  fields  of  fire,
allowing both converging fire on ships from both flanks, and reinforcement of a tower or
battery by its neighbours.

The towers also acted as part of a communications system established around the coast of
Ireland by Rear Admiral Whitshed who was responsible for the construction of the Signal
Towers (Bere Island to name one site) found along strategic sections of the Irish coast. The
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flag-staffs  mounted  on  the  Martello  Towers  were  an  important  means  of  transmitting
information quickly along a coastline, and allowing communication between towers, batteries
and other military forces in times of battle. Once the immediate threat of war and invasion
had past, the military significance of the towers began to be considered from the view point
of the costs of keeping them up. 

At the end of the Napoleonic Wars, the towers were under the immediate authority of a
Master-Gunner, a quasi-military/civilian subordinate of the Board of Ordnance and though
always a former artilleryman, was no longer part of the Royal Artillery. Two Master-Gunners
appear in the returns of the Board of Ordnance, with authority over the north and the south
of Dublin respectively. Each Master-Gunner oversaw squads of ‘district gunners’ of invalid
artillerymen, whose duty was to maintain and account for the towers, guns, ammunition and
stores. 

The usefulness of Martello Towers as a form of coastal defence gradually diminished with
the rapid developments in ordnance seen from 1860 until the early 20 th century, and they
were gradually abandoned as coastal defensive stations during the second half of the 19 th

century. The improvements in ordnance were not simply the range of the guns, but the type
of shell used, the velocities of the shell, and the rapidity with which the gun could be loaded
and repositioned. The original guns mounted on the Martello towers were breech-loading
cannons firing cannonballs and grapeshot, and would have been familiar to any artilleryman,
naval gunner or pirate from the preceding two hundred years. The new guns of the second
half  of  the  19th century  were  much  more  complicated,  using  new explosive  shells  and
mounted on increasingly complex carriages and platforms, and requiring specialised training
and practice to operate. These guns were also intended to be used on new, faster, better-
armed vessels than the sailing ‘ships of the line’ of 1804 which were relatively slow and
restricted in manoeuvrability. The warships of the later 19 th century were clad in iron, and
were powered by steam and sail which gave greater speed and control.
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South 1 – Bray Head

No longer in existence – it was originally built on a storm beach and by 1880 the damage
from the waves was so extensive that the tower was demolished for safety reasons. 

South 2 – Bray Point 

Bray Point or ‘Mount Park’ was the centrepiece of the vulnerable coastal defences of Bray.
The tower was armed with an 18-pounder gun and four 24-pounder guns mounted in the
battery in front of the tower. At the end of the Napoleonic Wars the tower was occupied by
the Coast Guard until the 1850s. It is now in private hands and has had extensive additions
constructed adjacent to the tower. A former owner was Paul Hewson (Bono) and is currently
inaccessible to view and to visitors. 

South 3 – Corke Abbey, Bray

This tower was removed after extensive storm damage in 1865 – it had defended the wide
entrance to the River Dargle and the adjacent shoreline.

South 4 – Maghera Point – Shankhill

This tower fell into the sea as it was built on the cliffs at Maghera Point – last record of it was
in 1912.

South 5 – Loughlinstown Battery – Killiney

This gun battery is one of the ‘lost’ fortifications of Dublin, and probably the least known.
Today quite a lot of the original battery site survives. Part of the military avenue, leading to
the battery from the Shanganagh Road, survives as a line of trees called ‘Battery Wood’. On
the edge of the coastal cliff, a guardhouse, the barrel-vaulted powder magazine and rear-
angled defensive wall with numerous gun loops can still be seen. However, be warned, due
to the level of coastal erosion this will too no doubt succumb to the power of the sea. 

South 6 – Loughlinstown, Killiney Beach

In private hands now so not accessible only visible from the beach and has been altered for
living accommodation. 

South 7 – Tara Hill, Killiney

This is the most substantial of the remaining towers – situated within a walled compound this
site consisted of a Martello Tower, a guardhouse and a raised earthen battery, Its elevated
position meant that it acted as a supporting position for other towers and as an observation
post. The site was disarmed in 1820 but remained in the charge of an Invalid Gunner of the
Royal Artillery. Today the site is in private ownership and has been lovingly restored to its
original early 19th century appearance. Visits can be made by appointment and Niall usually
opens it for the whole of Heritage Week in August for guided tours. 

South 8 – Limekiln Battery, Killiney

Unfortunately this battery did not survive the extension of the railway line to Bray. 
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South 9 – Dalkey Island

This is the most unique of the Dublin Towers as it was originally built without a doorway due
to it being located on Dalkey Island and with the possibility of attack. So access to the tower
was through a long ladder to the roof. The tower is currently owned by Dun Laoghaire and
Rathdown Council who are intending to restore and conserve the tower and battery. Boat
trips can be arranged from Dalkey to the island.

South 10 – Barta Rock, Bullock

This  is  another  tower  that  is  in  private  hands and not  accessible  –  it  is  also  the most
concealed of all of the towers as it is behind modern housing development.

South 11 – Sandycove

Sandycove is the most accessible of all  of  the Dublin Towers due to its association with
James Joyce. After extensive refurbishment it has reopened and is available to view daily
10am-6pm. Tours can be provided by the Friends of the James Joyce Tower who currently
operate it. Visiting this tower will provide great insight into the interior construction and living
space for the 16 men who lived here during the Napoleonic Wars. 

South 12 – Glasthule

This tower and battery no longer exists having been demolished in 1854.

South 13 – Dunleary

This tower and battery were removed in the 1830’s as the tower would have lain in the path
of the proposed railway.

South 14 – Seapoint

Built by John Murray who also built Sandycove, Glasthule and Dunleary in 1804 and by 1805
the  tower  became operational.  The  tower  is  in  the  hands  of  Dun  Laoghaire  Rathdown
Council and usually opens weekends only during July and August. 

Souith 15 – Williamstown (Blackrock)

The Williamstown tower was unique as it was built on the then foreshore and was partially
submerged by water during high tides. The construction of the railway was the first major
development to dramatically change the coastline of south Dublin Bay. One result was that
the Williamstown tower became landlocked. For many years this tower was let as a private
residence – again it is now in the hands of Dun Laoghaire and Rathdown Council and there
are plans to restore it. It is accessible to photograph and view but not to enter. 

South 16 – Sandymount

Sandymount Martello tower is a distinct landmark on the coast road that runs along South
Dublin Bay. This tower, along with Williamstown, Dalkey and Ireland’s Eye, was a ‘double-
tower’ with two cannon mounted on the roof. It was built on the foreshore on land that was
purchased from Viscount Fitzwilliam and defended against possible landings on the South
Bull wall while also providing support to the Pigeon House fort. In 1806, the tower engaged
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in military exercises with the horse artillery and the Pigeon House fort. The two 24-pounder
cannon from the Sandymount tower fired ‘shot and shell’ across Sandymount Strand. In the
mid-1860s the tower was disarmed as part of the general move to decommission the towers
and was then let out to the Earl of Pembroke, landlord for the Sandymount area. He appears
to have used the tower as a residence for some of his staff. The tower has gone through a
period  of  change  serving  as  a  shop  and  then  a  restaurant.  It  is  currently  closed  and
inaccessible apart  from the exterior. The boundary stones are of  particular  note as they
contain the WD of the War Department and check out the post box across from the tower
embedded into the wall. The original doors are also of note. 

North 1 – Sutton, Red Rock

The tower at Sutton, located on the coastal path off Shelmartin Road, was built on a rocky
promontory using the local quartz or ‘red rock’. With a sweeping vista of Dublin Bay, this
tower  was  particularly  important  from a  military  point  of  view due  to  its  position  at  the
entrance to Sutton Creek. It was also one of the last Martello towers to be disarmed. It is
currently available to be rented for short or long stays and is accessible to view from the
exterior with three of its boundary stones still in situ. 

North 2 – Howth

The Howth tower overlooks Howth harbour and east pier, built on an Anglo-Norman motte
and was at the time of its construction the most expensive of all the towers due to the price
paid  by  the  Board  of  Ordnance  to  the  Earl  of  Howth.  The  Preventive  Water  Guard
(forerunner of the Coast Guard) took up residence in the tower after it was disarmed in 1825
and it played its part in the fight against the famous Howth smugglers. The tower has a long
association with communication for it was here at the tower that the first Telegraph cable in
Ireland came ashore in 1852. The tower was then occupied by HM Postmaster General and
was  fitted  out  as  a  telegraph cable  and  store  in  1882.  In  1903 Lee  De Forest  gave a
demonstration on his ‘radio’ or wireless technology. But it was Marconi’s tests in 1905 at the
Howth  tower  that  led  to  his  wireless  system  being  granted  a  license  by  the  British
Government.  The Martello remained a beacon for communication and in 2003 the tower
opened as the Hurdy Gurdy Museum of Vintage Radio.  Open daily during the summer
months 11am-4pm. 

North 3 – Ireland’s Eye

The tower  at  Ireland’s  Eye  was  a ‘two-gun’ tower  to  ‘command the Anchorage and the
approaches to Howth’. As a double tower, Ireland’s Eye is much larger than its nearest tower
at Howth and was the largest tower built north of Dublin city. It is possible to access the
exterior from landing on the north side of the tower via island ferries operating out of Howth.
It is still part of the Howth Castle Estate. 

North 4 – Carrick Hill, Portmarnock

Built in 1804 along with the other Dublin Towers, Carrick Hill is located on the coastal side of
Strand Road, just north of the famous Velvet Strand. Carrick Hill was intended to defend
Baldoyle Strand and probably looked very similar to our tower at Howth when it was first
built. An 1830 Board of Ordnance plan of Carrick Hill shows the position of the tower next to
‘Tubbernacanie Well’, which ran down the hill to form two small pools beside the tower, and
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then ran into the sea beside a curved stone pier. The pier was probably built at the same
time as the Martello tower and used to unload stones and other building materials, along
with the cannon and ammunition, when it was first armed. The pier had fallen into ruin by the
mid-19th century and no trace of it survives today.

During the 19th century, the tower was mainly occupied by an Invalid Gunner of the Royal
Artillery, who kept the gun serviceable despite the prevalent problem in Martello towers –
namely damp! The tower appears to have remained in military use, and is recorded with four
boundary stones marking the site in 1848, on a recent visit I could only locate two boundary
stones. By 1874 it had been disarmed and was in good condition, the tower was sold in 1928
along with almost 100 hectares of land to Cyril Willan who occupied Carrick Hill.  By this
stage the tower was developed to provide living accommodation with single storey structures
added. As it stands now, the tower is comprised of four apartments.

North 5 – Robswall, Malahide

Robswall  tower  is  located on the landward side of  the  Coast  Road on the approach to
Malahide  from  Portmarnock.  Due  to  its  current  appearance,  it  is  not  immediately
recognisable as a ‘Martello’ tower. The tower at Robb’s Wall was built ‘for the defence of
Malahide Strand and the mouth of the river.’ The 1830 Board of Ordnance ‘return’ shows the
tower in a circular site in the middle of the main coast road. Twenty years after construction,
the tower was in a dangerous condition, with the entrance ladder and trap door both causing
concern.  The building remained in charge of the Royal Artillery, and like the Carrick Hill
tower, was never occupied by the Coast Guard.

The 1862 Board of Ordnance plan is reasonably detailed, and shows the position of the
stairs and the ‘Machicolis’ which defended it, the shot furnace, the flag staff, the chimney and
the ‘winding stairs’ om the southwest corner, together with a pig sty, privy and cesspit on the
site. In 1897, Robswall was let by the War Department to Baron Talbot of Malahide and then
in 1908 the tower was offered for sale. It was purchased by Frederick George Hick who was
an engineer for £175. He transformed the tower into an Arts and Craft style building during
1909-1911. The conversion was widely applauded at the time as an innovative and artistic
re-modelling. Today the tower is occupied and in private ownership.

North 6 – Balcarrick, Donabate

The Martello Tower at Balcarrick in Donabate is built on the shoreline and overlooks Lambay
Island. When it  was originally built  in 1804/5 it  was only accessible via a small track so
manning the tower with men, artillery and supplies would have been by boat. The Royal
Artillery were stationed here until 1830. The tower is in very poor condition and can only be
accessed from the exterior. 

North 7 – Portrane

The Portrane Martello Tower was built in 1804 on its rocky promontory and was manned by
Royal Artillery until the end of the Napoleonic Wars whereupon an Invalid Gunner took it
over until 1826. As with many of the other towers in Dublin Bay it then became the preserve
of the Preventive Water Board (Coast Guard). The tower has been in private hands for some
time and has underground extensive additions and renovations. However, it still contains its
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boundary stones and in the course of the last refurbishment the builder located the original
water cistern in the basement of the tower. 

North 8 – Rush

The Rush Martello Tower situated off Tower Street is similar in construction to Howth North
#2 in that it has a similar climbing path. This particular Martello Tower was manned by the
Royal Artillery until 1815, it was then manned by an invalid gunner until 1830. In 1865 it was
eventually taken over by the Coast Guard to counteract the profitable smuggling operation
that was active in Dublin Bay. This is currently inaccessible unless you climb the cliff when
the tide is out as there have been residential properties built all around the adjacent land. 

North 9 – Drumnagh, Loughshinny

North 9 Drumnagh was built  on  a promontory located between Rush and the village of
Loughshinny for ‘the defence of Rush Strand and River, the pier and cover at Drumnagh
Point.’ It was built on an earlier Iron Age promontory fort, which is over 18 hectares in extent
and is the largest of such promontory forts in Fingal. The promontory is almost rectangular in
shape, surrounded on three sides by sheer cliffs and by an embankment to the landward
side. Its strategic location is obvious on a clear day, when the Dublin Mountains can be seen
to the south and the Mourne Mountains to the north. Artefacts discovered on Drumnagh
suggest it may have had trading links with Roman Britain. In 1821 the tower was transferred
to  the  Preventive  Water  Guard  to  combat  smuggling  and  then  in  1855  to  the  War
Department when records indicate that the tower was still in military use. The tower was sold
in 1908 and remains in private hands, it is currently inaccessible and in bad repair. 

North 10 – Shenick’s Island, Skerries

The island is accessible by walking or wading at very low tide as it is less than 1 km from the
coast of Skerries. Unlike Ireland’s Eye or Dalkey – this island is the least visited of all the
islands off the coast of Dublin and therefore probably the least changed since the Martello
was constructed. The tower was built with limestone masonry and plastered with a rough
lime render. Like the towers at Sutton and Ireland’s Eye some granite was used for the
rooftop gun platform. Shenick’s Island is very similar in design to South 10 Bartra Rock, the
interior of the tower has a domed ceiling, and the floor of the rooftop gun platform is inclined
with grooves cut in the stone which direct rainwater to a hole which led to a 350-gallon water
tank in the basement. Many of the original details still survive in this tower, including the iron
shot  furnace, gun rails and iron rings which were used to pull  the ropes to aim the 24-
pounder cannon which was mounted on the roof in 1805. Other remaining features include
the boundary stones, a well and a privy. The island is part of a nature reserve now and the
tower is only accessible from the exterior. 

North 11 – Skerries, Red Island

This Martello Tower was built on ‘Red Island’ which at that time (1804) was linked to the
mainland by a narrow stretch of land. The Tower at Red Island is unlike  the other North
Dublin Towers – who were mainly built of rubble and covered in a lime render, whilst this
tower was built of coursed ashlar masonry with limestone utilised rather than the granite of
the South Dublin towers. This tower was still in use and manned by the Royal Artillery until
1874. This has recently been purchased by Fingal County Council and there are plans to
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refurbish it and open it to the general public as part of a historic trail.  This tower can be
accessed from the exterior, but no boundary stones in evidence. 

North 12 – Balbriggan

The Martello Tower at Balbriggan was built in 1805 and was manned by a full complement of
Royal Artillery until  the end of the Napoleonic Wars. In 1823 as with other towers in the
Dublin region the Balbriggan tower was taken over by the Preventive Water Board (Coast
Guard) for  to  counteract  the prevalent  smuggling operation in  Dublin  Bay. This tower  is
currently in very bad repair and only accessible via the exterior, no information on ownership.


